Chester F. Tucker Takes
Vice-Presidential Post;
Heads Public Relations

Tucker, Assuming Post Formerly Held by Angell,
Fills Last Major Position in New Reorganization Plan

Chester F. Tucker, former president of the John Price
Jones Company, fund-raising and public relations counselor
officially took over his duties as vice-president of the Univer-
sity yesterday.

Robert T. McCracken, chairman of the Trustees
of the University, announced Tucker's election last December 29.

Tucker has been associated with the Jones Company since
1919 and has acted as a con-
sultant for the University for
21 years.

Tucker's election fills the last of the major positions in the
reorganization plan adopted by the University's administrative
council in November to adjust the University's services to the nation and com-

Tucker's job will entail the co-ordination of the various
services of the University's development, public
relations, and community affairs.

Prior to his election, Tucker served as regent of the University and chairman
of the University's finance committee. He also served as chairman of the
responsibilities of the vice-

Heads Public Relations

Harvard Graduate

Receiving the bachelors degree in rhetoric from the Harvard
College of Arts and Sciences in 1934, Richard William (Dick)
Tucker went on to receive a law degree from the Harvard
Law School in 1937. He has been associated with the Harvard
Graduate Council, and is a member of the Harvard Alumni
Association.
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in Franklin Society Room

There will be a compulsory meeting of all staff and heads of all departments of the Daily Pennsylvania, as scheduled by the Franklin Society Room, to discuss plans for the
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Edward Condon Will Visit Penn
As Guest Lecturer During Spring

by Arthur C. Pasience

Dr. Edward Condon, former head of the U. S. Bureau of
Meteorology, will lecture in the Spring semester, according to a University announcement made during the recent town meeting.

Dr. Condon's lectures will be primarily for graduate students and will be on the subject of the development of atomic
physics and its applications to other sciences. He will
write a book, "Theory of Atomic Energy," which is a standard

It was during March, 1948, that Dr. Condon was called "one

the weakest links in our atomic

security" by the House Un-

Edward V. Condon
Will Lecture Here

Hornell Elected
GPM Chairman

Dr. Gaylord P. Harwell, presi-
dent of the University, select-
ed Dr. Joseph  B. Hornell to
head the Board of Trustees
of the University for the
year. Dr. Hornell is a member
of the Harvard Alumni Asso-
ciation and is a Harvard Law
graduate.

Several questions were raised about the propriety of

Mr. President, I stand to

accept the responsibilities of

the executive branch of the
University.
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There will be a compulsory
meeting of all staff and heads
of all departments of the Daily
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An Agreeable Change

The Daily Pennsylvania has been one of the Student Health Service's busiest critics in recent past. The letter uses arguable reasoning to prejudice the student body against its services. This commentary aims to change the student's perception of the service in a positive manner.

Quakers (top row left to right) Bart Leach, Karl Bergland, Fran Sutley, and Reuben S. Berman. Leach won his first MVP award in 1963, when the team was 17-5 and in the final Four. John Lavin pose with coaches Jack McInerney and Ray Stanley.

The staff of West District Office of the Department of Health, Philadelphia County Board of AssisUn (Miss) Geraldine A. Marren

Letter to the Editor

Editor, Daily Pennsylvania:

Dear Sir:

I thank you for the copy of The Daily Pennsylvania of December 1st which included a letter of criticism about the present Student Health Service. I am sure you will agree that it is not written with care.

As has been delineated in your columns previously, any student who is dissatisfied with the service received may voice his complaint at the office, or discuss the matter with his doctor to determine which institution is responsible for the patient's health. The Health Service is a part of the University, and we are trying to improve this service with a maximum of results. We welcome any constructive suggestion as to how this may be done.

The present letter does not make any attempt to be frank. It is intended to do something, to solve the problem, to get somewhere. If this individual has been served poorly and I sympathize with his feelings, I believe that is a right. I am sure that the complaint is understood, my friend personally as well as if he attempts to improve the health service of his own Health Service. The letter uses arguable reasoning to prejudice the student body against its services.

There are many practical limitations imposed by the health service. We cannot preclude any chicas-pleas in taking care of the student, the amount of time that will be required to handle the medical problems of people who have not yet seen us, our appointment system is bound to work all of the time. On the whole, however, my impression is that most students have been happy with the appointment system as they were with previous systems which we are using.

You have my sympathy in putting up with this condition.

Yours truly,

FRANCIS J. CAMPBELL

Student Health Service
Dorman Wins Collegiate Handball Championship

Mal Dorfman, a student at the University, won the National Collegiate handball championship by defeating the defending champion, Anthony Butch, in the final match of the tournament held at the University of Nebraska in Lincoln, Nebraska, on December 19, in Chicago.

Varner, from the Chicago branch of the University of Illinois, took the first game, which was completed unnecessarily in the second and last to close third. Dormman is the Middle Atlantic States A.A.U. champion.

Soccer Group Lists

Czako and 2nd Team

The All-America Soccer Committee for Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware has announced the leading players in the field of all coaches and officials.

The only Pennsylvania player gaining mention on either of the first two teams was Czako (Czako) last year. He was named as outstanding second teamer.

Four Red and Blue booters were given honorable mentions. They are Fred Tucker, left, for Guard; Jack Shaffer, left, for Guard; and Bob Paul, right, for Guard.

The first team is composed of Johnny Johnson, center; Wayne Bakken, left; John Bolland, right; and Bill Fitch, left and right.

The Temple players included three players on the team. Wayne Shaffer, middle, and Bill Fitch, left and right.

The Owls are Albert Delavina, Lene, and John Bolland.

The remaining of the team includes: Bob Paul, center; Bob Paul, left; and Howard Shaffer, right.

The Owls are Albert Delavina, Lene, and John Bolland.

For Outstanding Value it’s

Hi-Fi

Your Supplier of fine sound equipment at Penn is

FRIEND'S

106 North 6th Street
Philadelphia 6, Pa.

Don’t forget that your college card entitles you to an EXTRA discount!

For Fun and Health

WALNUT BOWLING ACADEMY
3643 Walnut Street

The first games of the intramural basketball league will be played in Hulchinson Gym on Thursday, January 4th starting at 7 p.m.

Twenty-five teams representing Upennians and Freshman Dorns are in competition for the dormitory basketball championship. The game consists of three divisions, the Hamilton, Bucknell and Lehigh Leagues, composed of the three-, five-, and seven-point games. Each team in the league will play every other team. In the last round, each team will play the top three teams in its division and the bottom three teams in its division. The league will be played in a four-game series, with the win or loss to the team with the most points, and the losing team will play the next game. The top team in each division will advance to the championship round, which will be held on the first day of each week. The championship will be held on the last day of the regular season.
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Penn's prettiest co-eds come to

MOM'S RESTAURANT
3715 LOCUST STREET

For a delicious meal in a collegiate atmosphere

Try our Jumbo Sandwiches

On Your Afternoon Date.

Pitt's John Riser came through the holiday campaign knocking over Iowa and Michigan with 16 followed by Sturgis scored but three points to Pitt's remaining. Leach committed his leaving the Quakers in possession. The long delayed calamity which Pennsylvania had been working to halt the Quaker's six game unbeaten streak.

In the Iowa tilt, Bayne, while High for Pennsylvania was however, the holiday campaign knocking over Iowa and Michigan with 16 followed by Sturgis scored but three points to Pitt's remaining. Leach committed his leaving the Quakers in possession. The long delayed calamity which Pennsylvania had been working to halt the Quaker's six game unbeaten streak.

LA SALLE RESTAURANT
FREE SHRIMP COCKTAIL

in a dinner every Tuesday

LA SALLE RESTAURANT SPECIALIZING IN FISH FOOD

ROSE'S FINEST RESTAURANT

Service—Reliable—Accurate

UNIVERSITY TYPEWRITER COMPANY
3rd WALNUT STREET (Between Hall & Spruance St)
Exhag 2492
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Pitt's John Riser came through the holiday campaign knocking over Iowa and Michigan with 16 followed by Sturgis scored but three points to Pitt's remaining. Leach committed his leaving the Quakers in possession. The long delayed calamity which Pennsylvania had been working to halt the Quaker's six game unbeaten streak.
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Six Free Concerts Given at Museum

Members of the Philadelphia Orchestra and other professional artists will be featured in a series of six free instrumental concerts beginning Saturday at 3 p.m. in the University Museum. Arthur Cohen is conductor and arranger of the annual series which introduces new and seldom-performed works. A grants program has been possible because the Music Performance Trust Fund, in cooperation with Local 802, American Federation of Musicians (AF of M), makes possible the free series, which includes chamber music, a string orchestra and one program devoted to solo by five different musicians.

The opening program will feature Stanley Hollingworth, pianist, assisted by the orchestra in Pergolesi's "Sonata a Tre" and the solo program of Sonny Stitt, with the orchestra in "Concerto Hondo," an arrangement by Ballard on his clarinet. The orchestra will be conducted by Mr. Stanley Hollingworth, pianist, and assisted by the orchestra. The program will be performed at 3 p.m. in the Franklin Room of Houston Hall.

 Sigma Tau Initiation

Sigma Tau Initiation will be held at noon in the Franklin Room of Houston Hall.

HI-Music

The HI-Music will be held at 3 p.m. in the Franklin Room of Houston Hall.

Record Staff

A record of the staff will be made. The HI-Music will be held at 3 p.m. in the Franklin Room of Houston Hall.

Lynn Wallpapers

Lynn Wallpapers will be used on the walls of the Franklin Room of Houston Hall.

Condon Is Guest Lecturer At Penn for Spring Term

(Continued From Page One)

After retiring from government and accepting a position with the Carnegie Glass Works, Dr. Condon was again commissioned by the Record Heelers to arrange a position for the annual series of the Record Hall. Chairman of the committee said that Dr. Condon has been appointed because "Dr. Condon has been helping to arrange a chance for a humorous appearance before the committee." Dr. Condon, however, said that he had not "belliciously" since the charge was leveled.

In his last address, in which he announced that he was coming to the University, Dr. Condon made no mention of the dispute.

LLOYD Wallpapers will be used on the walls of the Franklin Room of Houston Hall.

MORTONS

ARMY-NAVY STORE

3937 MARKET STREET

KHAKI PANTS

FOR CAMPUS WEAR

$3.49

ROTC Duds

$6.95

VETERINARY STUDENTS

Ostetetic Boots

$4.95

COVERS

$4.95-$5.95

HEAR YE! HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

MEN'S WEAR — ANNUAL SALE

BRIEFS

SUITs

JACKETS

BUY NOW and SAVE!

VARSITY SHOP

(Opposite Men's Dorms)

LUCKY DROOLDES! LOADS OF 'EM!

WHAT'S THIS? For solution see paragraph below.

Lucky Doodled! are growing (or) Where are yours? We pay $100 for all we can get and for many we don't use. So send every original Doodle in your possession, with its descriptive note: name, college, campus, date, and address of sender. Ask Dr. Condon to send a list of winners. The winner of this contest will be given a list of the winners and a lucky smoker's certificate. Lucky Strike is the sponsor of this contest. Lucky Strike is a product of the American Tobacco Company. America's Leading Manufacturer of Cigarettes.